NSW EARLY CHILDHOOD ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION NETWORK

Workshops & Training

More Information
Please visit our website to book or enquire with an email to:
info@eceen.org.au
www.eceen.org.au
Phone: 0403 015 321

NSW EARLY CHILDHOOD ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION NETWORK
We are pleased to offer your early childhood team a range of training and mentoring opportunities.

ECEEN works with regional groups, or an individual service.

We can:
- Assist you to identify strengths and needs.
- Design workshops to progress the change, working with management and staff to develop strategies for growth.
- Facilitate practical sessions to incorporate environmentally sustainable practises into the curriculum.
- Personalised mentoring

**Lets Go!**

Do you wish to extend your curriculum with children in environments outside the gate?

An opportunity to unpack Bush and Beach regular excursions. We review benefits, managing risks and increasing learning opportunities. This 2-3 hr session can be extended over a series of sessions to build your teams confidence and skill set.

**Beyond Little Green Steps**

A series of 5 sessions for teams working through sustainable actions and the NQS. This series uses Eco Smart for Early Childhood, a tool to assist sustainable QIP development and goes Beyond Little Green Steps including hands on activities as well as considering change issues. Ideally offered over 2 days which can be either Friday-Saturday or 2 separate days.

**Sustainability and your QIP**

A single 2-3 hour session reviewing the development of a sustainable QIP using Eco Smart for Early Childhood. This presentation is designed for service level with a number of the team participating.

**Bringing Education for Sustainability into the Curriculum**

Taking a green lens to the EYLF and bringing sustainable activities into the curriculum Connecting Children to Nature with Art.

**Leading the Dream**

Together we will develop a vision of what is possible for families, staff and children within your service and work towards it’s reality. This session suits those reviewing or developing their QIP and introduces the concept of Sustainability and Leading for Change.

**Leading for Sustainability**

A series of 6 sessions utilising Eco Smart tool for developing a sustainable QIP with management of change. In order to reach the regional areas this can be presented as either a long weekend commencing Friday afternoon – ending Sunday midday, or as a 2 day workshop or for Sydney regions as 5 evenings spread across a workable time frame.